This flashlight can be used as: Traffic Signal stick/ Danger signal light/ Outdoor Camping Lantern

This flashlight is a functional product by combining of lantern, traffic signaling bar, and safe triangular stand. No extra cost for semi-permanent bulb, clear light color, and good light effect by installing of the newest LED. This part is made by aluminum giving lightness and rigidity.

It consists of three legs which can be change its height.

It can maintain the lateral and vertical balance even on the uneven surface.

And in the finishing step of assembling, the hole of supplementary linker, fixing plate under body, and aluminum body are assembled by one bolt.

Therefore, it is very firm and adamant.

HOW TO USE:

RED COLOR (FLICKERING):
Push the (on (press for 2 seconds)
Push the (one more-off

WHITE LIGHTING:
It is use of lantern. It is lighted up press once and turn off lights press again.
Initially it takes about 0.5 second before the switch function. (Avoid operation error).
Pushing another button automatically change to flick during operation.

Please pull out the lantern slightly as the picture above shows when using.

Please pull out the bottom stand part as picture above shows when using.

Please use 3pcs AA batteries for power.